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Kenton College is committed to providing support to foreign students who need to quickly become familiar
with the education system and courses offered in the UK. As experienced educators and guardians, we will
always know how to help, whatever your situation.
We have developed a programme through which students can obtain both educational advice and after-school courses, delivered by our
experienced consultants and tutors. With their help, students are soon able to overcome the challenges of academic examinations and enjoy
life as a successful student in the UK. Through a variety of schemes, students can feel free to talk with us about issues regarding their studies,
life in the UK or help with their future plans.
Through our unique Credit Scheme, students qualify for a range of facilities that many have found essential to success on their school and
University courses. This flexibility allows the student to choose the type of help required as their situation changes through the course.

How it Works

Advantages

Students purchase credits, which can be ‘spent’
on our services throughout the year, as and when
required. Sometimes, you may require a special
tutorial, or you may need some advice on course
choices or essay-writing. We will always be there
when you need us - someone will always answer the
phone.

• Students’ response to learning is closely observed, so that our
tutors are able to modify their teaching styles immediately, to
give the most effective help towards academic success.
• Our tutorial courses emphasise the knowledge and skills that
students need to improve quickly, and assure students achieve
the best possible grades.

Who is it for?
Suitable for overseas students who study in
senior high school and foundation and degree
programmes in the UK. Students are sometimes
struggling in a school’s courses and learning
processes.
You may feel that you are unable to absorb all the
information given in school and would benefit from
additional academic support from outside of the
formal school day setting. The goals of the courses
are to help students gain the knowledge required to
pass examinations and assessments.

The Next Step...
Students should firstly contact Kenton College and explain their
study background, which courses they attend and the parts of
the courses that bring difficulties to them.
We can then select tutors, discuss the service required, and
arranges appointments, at a convenient venue, at times suitable
to the student.
Finally, Kenton College confirms the availability of the tutorial
courses with students and ensures the courses are being
undertaken successfully.
You can purchase your deposit card with 50 credits at Kenton College. The
credits must be used for educational consultation and support from Kenton
College during the period of the 1st September and the 31st August next year.
You can top up another 50 credits if you need, but all the credits should be used
by 31st August.

The price for a one-off 50 credits is £1000, whilst a discount
price for a one-off 100 credits is £1750.

You can also use your credits
for our proof-reading service see over the page for details!
Become one of the hundreds of successful students
who enjoy the benefits of our language proofing service!
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PROOFREADING
& EDITING

Kenton College provides proofreading and editing services to help overseas students improve
their English writing, both general and academic.
Our tutors are all native English speakers, who will skillfully amend errors of English grammar and
spelling, without altering meaning or structure, thereby making a student’s written work more
accessible to tutors. We are dedicated professionals, who provide the highest quality service, so that
the written work of our clients can be submitted for submission with confidence.

Pricing
Our prices for proofreading or editing
are set to at a flexible rate per
page, from £5 to £20 in the light of
the complexity of the work (service
requirement) and the proven writing
levels of the clients (academic ability).
Please see the following table.

The proofreading and editing services normally require 7
working days, although urgent work can be undertaken
by special arrangement. Please contact our staff at the
Vanguard Education Institute for details.

Service requirement

Academic ability

Correction items
required: spelling,
vocabulary

Correction items
required: spelling,
vocabulary, grammar,
format editing

Correction items required: spelling,
vocabulary, grammar, format editing,
giving advice regarding thesis/dissertation structure

Non-technical writing or short essays

£5/page*

£10/page

£12.50/page

School coursework, reports, PhD theses, Master’s
dissertations, conference papers, journal articles,
books, essays and other professional documents.
Client’s IELTS writing score is 6 or above

£10/page

£12.50/page

£10/page

School coursework, reports, PhD theses, Master’s
dissertations, conference papers, journal articles,
books, essays and other professional documents.
Client’s IELTS writing score is below 6

£12.50/page

£15/page

£20/page

*Please note that 1 page is calculated as 300 words

Become one of the hundreds of successful students who
enjoy the benefits of our language proofing service!

